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Natural environments are a class of environments that are relatively unaltered by humans and
typically contain a high concentration of living systems, including flora and fauna (Johnson et al.,
1997). A large and growing body of empirical research now indicates that exposure to and contact
with natural environments is associated with a host of positive outcomes (for reviews see Collado,
Staats, Corraliza & Hartig, 2017; Hartig et al., 2011; Mantler & Logan, 2015). For example, even
brief contact with natural environments has been found to improve cognition (Berman, Jonides, &
Kaplan, 2008), decrease stress (Cole & Hall, 2010; Gidlow et al., 2015), decrease blood pressure
(Lee, Park, Tsunetsugu, Kagawa, & Miyazaki, 2009), enhance emotion (Nisbet & Zelenski, 2011),
and increase self-esteem (Barton & Pretty, 2010). However, we still know relatively little about
how individual differences in personal experiences, dispositions, and preferences may influence
these salutogenic effects on well-being. To address this limitation, we examined whether one
person-level factor, namely trait-level nature connectedness, moderates the effect of nature
exposure on explicit and implicit measures of emotion.

Theories concerning human responses to nature posit that humans evolved to respond positively to
natural environments (e.g., Kellert & Wilson, 1995). In particular, Ulrich’s (1983) psychoevolutionary stress reduction theory (SRT) states that individuals will experience less stress and
increased positive affect when in contact with environments that contain the resources that were
necessary for survival during our evolutionary history (e.g., those with expansive views, water
sources, vegetation). According to this approach, people respond positively to nature because the
vast majority of human history took place in natural environments, and these environments are
particularly rich in these survival-related resources. Attention restoration theory (ART; Kaplan,
1995) focuses primarily on cognition and proposes that modern urban environments tax directed
attentional systems, which leads to cognitive fatigue and higher levels of stress and irritability. In
contrast, natural environments contain a high concentration of elements that are inherently
fascinating, draw on directed attentional systems only modestly, reducing cognitive load and thus
allowing for both cognitive and affective restoration (see also Kaplan, 2001). Importantly, ART
also draws from evolutionary accounts of behavior and proposes that the well-documented human
preference for natural over built environments (e.g., Beute & de Kort, 2013; Hartig & Evans, 1993;
Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Ulrich, 1993; van den Berg, Koole, & van der Wulp, 2003) is the result of
nature’s ability to reduce attentional fatigue, a process which would presumably aid in survival
(Joye & van den Berg, 2011).
Although SRT and ART differ in several respects, they converge on the notion that humans
have evolved to respond more positively to natural versus built environments, and a large body of
supporting empirical evidence indicates that people do show increased positive emotion and, to
lesser extent, decreased negative emotion following exposure to natural environments (see Capaldi,
Passmore, Nisbet, Zelenski, & Dopko, 2015; Collado et al., 2017; Hartig et al., 2011; Howell &
Passmore, 2013; Russell et al., 2013). Moreover, the positive effects of nature on emotional state
have been observed under a variety of experimental conditions. For instance, higher levels of
positive affect have been observed following contact with both real natural environments (e.g.,
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Berman et al., 2012; Passmore & Holder, 2016) and laboratory simulations of natural
environments (e.g., Valtchanov, Barton, & Ellard, 2010; Valtchanov & Ellard, 2010; van den Berg,
Koole, van der Wulp, 2003); after both short-term (e.g., Nisbet & Zelenski, 2011) and longer-term
exposure to natural environments (e.g., Passmore & Howell, 2014); and in response to highlymanaged natural environments (e.g., urban green spaces; Berman, et al., 2008; Mayer, Frantz,
Bruehlman-Senecal, & Dolliver, 2009) and relatively unmanaged natural environments (e.g.,
wilderness areas; Hartig, Evans, Jamner, Davis, & Garling, 2003; Lee, Park, Tsunetsugu, Ohira,
Kagawa, & Miyazaki, 2011). Exposure to nature thus seems to improve emotional state across a
wide variety of environmental contexts and circumstances.

Less research has addressed the extent to which person factors impact responses to natural
environments. This is possibly due to the assumption that, according to SRT and ART, these
responses evolved in our species through a process of natural selection and should therefore be
present in all individuals. However, individuals vary in their responses to nature, with individual
differences in physical and psychological connection to nature likely impacting how people
respond, emotionally or otherwise, to nature exposure. Concerning physical connection to natural
environments, people differ with respect to their level of experience in nature, and because
affective responses to an object/entity are influenced by previous exposure and familiarity (see
Monahan, Murphy, & Zajonc, 2000; Zajonc, 1968), those with greater experience in natural
environments should respond more positively when exposed to nature. In support, existing
empirical evidence shows that individuals tend to prefer those environments that they have more
experience with (Balling & Falk, 1982; Falk & Balling, 2010), and more frequent exposure to
natural areas during childhood is associated with more positive affective responses to nature during
adulthood (Hinds & Sparks, 2011; Ward Thompson, Aspinall, & Montarzino, 2008).
Beyond personal experience in natural environments, psychological connection to the natural
world in the form of nature connectedness likely also impacts how individuals respond to nature
exposure. Nature connectedness is a trait-level construct reflecting the degree to which one feels a
subjective connection to the natural environment and natural entities (Capaldi, Dopko, & Zelenski,
2014). Nature connectedness is relatively stable across time and situations (Mayer & Frantz, 2004)
and consistently predicts pro-environmental attitudes and engagement in pro-environmental
behaviors (Mayer & Frantz, 2004; Nisbet, Zelenski, & Murphy, 2009; Tam, 2013). Additionally,
there is reason to suspect that nature connectedness impacts affective response to natural
environments. First, nature connectedness is positively associated with previous experience in
nature (e.g., Hinds & Sparks, 2008, 2009; Ward Thompson et al., 2008), as well as frequency of
visits to natural environments (e.g., Mayer & Frantz, 2004), and highly connected people may
respond more positively to natural environments, relative to low-nature connected individuals, by
virtue of their increased familiarity with these environments. Second, research indicates that
several constructs related to nature connectedness moderate the effects of nature exposure on
emotional state. For example, those who self-identify as ‘country people,’ an aspect of place
identity (see Droseltis & Vignoles, 2010), respond more positively to nature scenes than those who

self-identify as ‘city people’ (Wilkie & Clouston, 2015; Wilkie & Stavridou, 2013). Taken
together, the above indicates that exposure to nature does not affect everyone in the same way or to
the same degree, and moreover, these findings strongly suggest that people who feel more
connected to nature may be particularly responsive to nature exposure.
Given the above, in the current study we examined whether trait-level connectedness to nature
moderates affective responses to nature exposure. We note here that Passmore and Howell (2014,
2016) found that nature connectedness did not moderate the effects of a two-week nature
intervention on emotional state. However, they only assessed nature connectedness after the
intervention. This is problematic because, although nature connectedness is a trait-level construct,
subjective reports of connection to nature can temporarily fluctuate in response to nature exposure,
with higher levels observed among those who have recently spent time in nature (Schultz, 2002;
Nisbet & Zelenski, 2011). Post-intervention assessments of nature connectedness alone are thus
unlikely to accurately reflect baseline levels of this construct, and whether pre-existing individual
differences in nature connectedness influence how individuals respond to natural environments
remains an open question.

The primary objective of the current study was to examine whether trait-level nature connectedness
moderates the effect of nature exposure on emotional state. Participants viewed immersive
simulations of either a natural or built environment. Nature connectedness and emotional state
were assessed using validated self-report instruments, and in addition to using explicit measures of
emotional state, implicit measures of emotion were included to reduce experimental demand. A
two-phase study design was used, whereby participants first completed baseline measures of nature
connectedness and explicit positive and negative affect (Time 1). Later, participants viewed an
immersive simulation of either a natural or built environment and completed post-simulation
assessments (Time 2).
The following hypotheses were tested:
H1: Consistent with previous literature regarding the general effects of nature on
emotional state, we predicted a main effect of environment type (natural versus built), such
that those exposed to nature simulations would show increased positive affect and
decreased negative affect relative to those exposed to simulations of built environments.
H2: We further predicted, based on the rationale presented above, that environment type
and nature connectedness would interact, such that the effect of environment type on affect
would be more pronounced among those high in nature connectedness. More specifically:

H2A: Those high in nature connectedness will show more positive affective
responses to natural environmental simulations versus built environment
simulations.

H2B: Individuals higher in nature connectedness will show more positive
affective responses to natural environment simulations when compared to those
lower in nature connectedness.
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Participants were 89 students (62 female, Mage = 24.22, SDage = 7.43) sampled from the
undergraduate population of a mid-sized university in the northwestern United States. The majority
of the sample identified as being in their first or second year at university (57%), while a large
minority indicated being in their third, fourth, or fifth year of undergraduate training or as having
graduate status (43%). A large proportion of the sample reported being Caucasian (69%), with
fewer participants identifying as Hispanic (17%), African American (6%), Asian American (5%),
and other ethnicities (3%). All participants self-reported uncorrected or corrected 20/20 vision and
normal hearing. The simulation equipment used in the current study accommodates those with
corrected vision (e.g., those wearing eye glasses), and thus no participants were excluded due to
visual acuity related concerns. Participants received partial course credit for participation.

The current study used a between-subjects two-phase design, with phases occurring approximately
two weeks apart (M = 12 days, SD = 5.73 days, range = 1-45 days). Baseline assessments of trait
connectedness to nature and explicit positive and negative affect were conducted at Time 1. At
Time 2, participants viewed simulations of either a natural or built environment and completed
post-simulation assessments of both explicit and implicit affect. All self-report instruments were
administered online via the survey administration program Qualtrics, and order of administration
was randomized at both Time 1 and Time 2. Participants completed Time 1 assessments at a place
of their convenience. Time 2 assessments were completed on-site immediately following the
environmental simulations
Nature connectedness was measured using the Connectedness to Nature Scale (CNS; Mayer &
Frantz, 2004), a 14-item self-report instrument assessing the degree to which respondents feel a
subjective connection to the natural environment (e.g., “I often feel a sense of oneness with the
natural world around me,”). Participants indicated their agreement with each item using 5-point
Likert-type scale (1 = Strongly disagree to 5 = Strongly agree). In the current study, negatively
worded items (e.g., “I often feel disconnected from nature,”) were reverse-coded, and a single
composite CNS variable was created by averaging across all items.
The Positive and Negative Affective Schedule (PANAS; Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988) was
used to measure explicit emotional state. This widely used 20-item scale asks participants to report
the degree to which they are experiencing both positive (e.g., interested, proud, alert) and negative
(e.g., disinterested, upset, irritable) affect on a 5-point Likert-type scale (1 = very slightly or not at
all through 5 = extremely). Composite positive and negative affect scores were computed, with
higher scores indicating greater affective responses.
Participants completed two different instruments assessing implicit affect. The Polygon Test of
Implicit Affect (PTIA; Mauss, Tamir, Anderson, & Savino, 2011) asks participants to rate how
much they like each of two randomly-ordered abstract polygons on a 7-point Likert-type scale (1 =
Don’t like at all to 7 = Like very much). Positive feelings tend to be associated with more positive
judgments (see Mayer & Hanson, 1995), and thus greater liking of the polygons indicates a more

positive mood. Ratings of each polygon were averaged to yield a single composite variable, with
higher scores on this variable indicating a more positive affective state.
The Implicit Positive and Negative Affect Test (IPANAT; Quirin, Kazen, & Kuhl, 2009) was
also used as an implicit measure of emotion.1 This scale asks participants to rate the degree to
which six neutral artificial words (e.g., “Safme,” “Talep,” etc.) express three positive and three
negative affectively charged adjectives (e.g., “Happy,” “Tense,” “Cheerful,” etc.) on a 4-point
Likert-type scale (1 = Doesn’t fit at all to 4 = Fits very well). To maintain consistency with the
scoring format of the PTIA, responses to the negative adjectives on the IPANAT were reversecoded, and a single composite variable was created by averaging across all items. Higher scores on
this measure thus indicate a more positive affective state.
Previous research indicates that exposure to real natural
environments impacts concurrent affect to a greater extent than laboratory simulations of natural
environments, which typically involve showing participants photographs of nature (see McMahan
& Estes, 2015). However, using real nature also tends to lead to a loss of experimental control and
presents a number of formidable logistical challenges. To address these issues, the current study
exposed participants to more realistic, immersive simulations of nature that allowed the
maintenance of strict experimental control.
In the interest of providing a more realistic environmental experience, simulations included
both visual and auditory stimuli. Visually, the simulations involved viewing a series of
equirectangular images (dimensions = 5,376 x 2,688 pixels) displayed in 360 ᴼ spherical range on
an Oculus Rift Development Kit 2 head-mounted display (HMD). Images were taken by the
research staff specifically for use in this study (see Figure 1 for example images displayed in
rectangular format). Natural environments were defined as those that did not include obvious
evidence of human impact (e.g., trails) or artifacts (e.g., buildings), and built environments were
defined as those that included human artifacts. To ensure comparability of images across
environment types, research staff reviewed images with respect to several characteristics (e.g.,
image complexity, weather), and a subset of comparable images was selected for use. In a separate
pilot (n = 41), the environments depicted in all images were rated for “naturalness,” and as
expected, environments designated as natural by the research staff were rated by participants as
more natural than those designated as built environments (Ms = 5.36 versus 2.98 on a 7-point
Likert-type scale, t(39) = 4.02, p < .001).
Prior to initiating the environmental simulations, participants received a set instructions that
addressed how the simulation equipment functioned and the content of their assigned simulation.
Participants were told that they would be viewing a series of images and that they were free to look
around the images as their interest dictated. The simulations included a series of five images, with
each image displayed for 1m 20s (total time of exposure to images = 6m), and the full simulation
(inclusive of pre-image and post-image instructions) lasting 8m. Participants’ view of each of the
images was controlled by their own head movements, such that a particular range within the image
was viewed by orienting one’s body towards that range. For example, to view objects on the left,
participants rotated their head/body to the left. To view objects on the right, participants rotated
their head/body to the right, and so on. Participants’ position within the simulation was fixed, in
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that they were not able to move around the scene and could only look around the environment from
their fixed vantage point. Brightness and contrast levels for each image were balanced, and mean
brightness levels were similar across all images.
Each image was paired with an audio sample recorded on-site at the same time images were
being taken. These samples thus captured the ambient sounds associated with each environment.
The content of the audio samples was not edited in order to provide a more realistic simulation of
the experience of being in each environment. Participants listened to the audio samples on a set of
Sony MDRZX100 stereo headphones, with the volume held constant across all images and
conditions.

Means, standard deviations, skewness, kurtosis, internal consistency coefficients, and bivariate
correlations between each of the variables measured in the current study are displayed in Table 1.
As shown, internal consistency was acceptable for each variable, with the exception of the PTIA.
Skewness and kurtosis were also within acceptable ranges for each variable.

α

Two-step regression analysis on each criterion variable was used to test the hypothesis that there
would be a main effect of environment type (H1) and to test the environment type × CNS
interaction hypothesis (H2). In all models, environment type (-1 = built, 1 = natural) and CNS
scores were mean-centered and entered in Step 1. For analyses involving explicit positive and
negative affect, Time 1 explicit affect scores were also entered in Step 1 in order to control for
baseline affect levels. The environment type × CNS interaction term was then entered in Step 2.
For clarity, we focus on only those analyses that are directly relevant to the current study’s
hypotheses. As shown in Table 2, these analyses failed to support H1, finding no main effect of
environment type on explicit positive affect, explicit negative affect, and IPANAT scores. There
was a marginally significant main effect of environment type on PTIA scores. However, results

were largely supportive of H2, as the hypothesized interaction between environment type and CNS
scores was significant for explicit positive affect and PTIA scores and marginally significant for
IPANAT scores. The interaction of environment type and CNS scores on explicit negative affect
was nonsignificant.

To interpret significant and marginally significant interactions and address our more specific
hypotheses regarding the nature of the environment type × CNS interaction (H 2A and H2B), we then
conducted a series of floodlight analyses and simple slopes analyses. Floodlight analyses were
used to address the hypothesis that those high in nature connectedness, relative to those lower in
nature connectedness, would respond more positively to natural versus built environmental
simulations (H2A) by testing the simple effect of environment type across the CNS scores
continuum. Floodlight analyses were used in favor of the more familiar spotlight analyses because
(1) they test for regions of significance along the entirety of the proposed moderator rather than at
arbitrarily determined points along its continuum (e.g., at ± 1 standard deviation about the mean),
and (2) these analyses allow for the detection of regions of significance that may not be detected by
spotlight analyses (see Spiller, Fitzsimons, Lynch, & McClelland, 2013). Conventional simple
slopes analyses were used to address the hypothesis that individuals higher in nature connectedness
will respond more positively to natural environmental simulations when compared to those lower
in nature connectedness (H2B).
Results of floodlight analyses addressing H2A are shown in Figure 2. Shaded regions indicate
the range of values over which the effect of environment type is significant. Consistent with our
hypothesis, analyses indicated that those with high CNS scores (i.e., CNS scores ≥ 3.64) indicated
higher levels of positive affect when exposed to the natural environmental simulation versus the
built environmental simulation. Additionally, and unexpectedly, those with low CNS scores (i.e.,
CNS scores ≤ 2.99) indicated lower levels of positive affect following exposure to the natural
environmental simulation versus the built environmental simulation. For IPANAT scores, analyses
indicated no significant differences between those exposed to the natural environmental simulation
and those exposed to the built environmental simulation at any point along the CNS score
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continuum. However, results for the PTIA were consistent with H2A, with those with high CNS
scores (i.e., CNS scores ≥ 3.54) indicating more positive implicit affect following exposure to the
natural environment versus the built environment.

Also shown in Figure 2 are the results of the simple slopes analyses addressing whether those
higher in nature connectedness respond more positively to natural environmental simulations than
those lower in nature connectedness (H2B). Regression coefficients for each simple slope are
displayed next to the regression line for each treatment group (standard errors included in
parentheses). As shown, results were supportive of H2B. A significant positive association was
observed between CNS scores and explicit positive affect for those exposed to the natural
environmental simulation. Additionally, a significant negative association between CNS scores and
positive affect was observed for those exposed to the built environmental simulation. Together,
these findings indicate that those higher in nature connectedness responded more positively to the
natural environment and less positively to the built environment. Among those exposed to the
natural environment simulations, significant positive associations between CNS scores and both
the IPANAT and the PTIA were observed, indicating that those higher in nature connectedness
showed more positive implicit affect in response to nature exposure than those lower in nature
connectedness. No significant associations were observed between CNS scores and IPANAT or
PTIA scores for those exposed to build environmental simulations.

As noted previously, a great deal of empirical research indicates that exposure to natural
environments is associated with a host of positive outcomes, but a relative dearth of research exists
addressing whether relevant person-level factors influence the degree to which nature is beneficial.
The primary objective of the current study was therefore to examine whether one potentially
important person factor, trait-level nature connectedness, influences the effect of nature exposure
on emotional state. Consistent with previous literature regarding the effects of nature on emotion
(see McMahan & Estes, 2015), we first forwarded the general prediction that those exposed to
natural environments would indicate more positive affect and less negative affect than those
exposed to built environments. Second, we then focused on the current study’s primary objective
and further predicted that nature connectedness would moderate the effects of nature exposure on
affect, such that more positive affective responses would be observed among those higher in nature
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connectedness, compared to those lower in nature connectedness, when exposed to natural versus
built environments.
We found limited support for the prediction that exposure to nature would be associated with
more positive affective responses when compared to exposure to the built environment. However,
this lack of significant findings was qualified by several significant interactions between
environment type and nature connectedness, where nature connectedness moderated the effect of
environment type on outcomes, as predicted. Specifically, those high in nature connectedness
displayed higher levels of explicit positive affect and a more positive implicit affective state, as
measured by the PTIA, to the natural versus built environmental simulations. However, these
findings were not replicated for negative affect nor implicit affect measured using the IPANAT.
Also, those high in nature connectedness indicated higher levels of explicit positive affect and a
more positive implicit affective state (as measured by both the PTIA and the IPANAT) in response
to nature exposure than those lower in nature connectedness. Again, this finding was not replicated
for negative affect. Thus, although the current results were somewhat mixed, significant findings
were in the predicted direction and provide initial evidence that the effects of nature exposure
depend on the degree to which one already feels a connection to the natural environment.
Surprisingly, we did not find a main effect of environment type, and participants in general did
not differ in affect based on whether they viewed a natural or built environment. This is
inconsistent with the previous literature on nature exposure, and we are uncertain as to why this
effect did not emerge in the current study. One possibility concerns the novelty of using immersive
environmental simulations. Across both experimental conditions, many participants indicated
interest and excitement when told they were going to use the technology, and perhaps this interest
and excitement effectively minimized general affective differences between the groups. Future
research should address whether this is the case by habituating participants to the experimental
apparatus prior to initiating environmental simulations.
Also unexpectedly, nature exposure had little effect on negative affect. We believe this null
finding is due to a floor effect. Baseline negative affect levels were quite low in the current study
(1.61 on a 1 to 5 scale), thus making it difficult to detect any decreases in negative affect resulting
from nature exposure. Indeed, although unanticipated, the aforementioned novelty of the
environmental simulations may have contributed to this null finding by temporarily decreasing
negative affect in both groups. Notably, previous research indicates that the effect of nature
exposure on positive affect is more robust than its effect on negative affect (see McMahan & Estes,
2015), and consistent with the current results, several studies have found a significant effect for
positive affect while not observing an effect for negative affect (e.g., Berman et al., 2012; Mayer et
al., 2009; Nisbet & Zelenski, 2011). When an effect on negative affect has been observed,
researchers have typically employed various techniques to temporarily increase negative affect
prior to nature exposure, finding that nature effectively decreases elevated negative affect levels
(e.g., van den Berg et al., 2003). Since participants in the current study did not have elevated
negative affect levels, there was little room for improvement on this outcome indicator.

At first glance, the current findings may seem inconsistent with propositions made by SRT and
ART, theories which suggest that the human preference for natural environments is biologicallybased, rooted in our evolutionary history, and should therefore be present in all members of our
species. From these perspectives, how do we account for individual variation in affective responses
to natural environments and, even more puzzling, individuals who indicate more positive affective
responses to built environments (see Figure 2a)? In our view, this seeming inconsistency is
reconciled when taking into account contemporary approaches to environmental preferences that
focus on how individual experience and familiarity modify biological predispositions towards
natural environments (see Falk & Balling, 2010). In line with these approaches, we submit that
humans possess an innate preference for natural over built environments, which may then be
modified through individual experience and familiarity, such that greater experience in certain
environments leads to a stronger preference for and more positive responses to those environments.
As stated previously, nature connectedness is associated with experience and time spent in nature
(Mayer & Frantz, 2004; Nisbet et al., 2009), and those higher in nature connectedness typically
report higher levels of interaction with the natural world than their low nature-connected
counterparts. This suggests that those higher in nature connectedness may be more familiar with
natural environments and, due to this familiarity, respond more positively to these environments, a
suggestion that is consistent with the current study’s findings.
A biding question concerns the mechanisms through which nature connectedness and
environmental familiarity impact affective responses to natural environments. One possible
mechanism involves the allocation of attentional resources towards potentially significant features
of the environment. Specifically, those higher in nature connectedness may more motivated to
attend to significant features of natural environments and, due to their higher level of familiarity,
better able to locate those features within the environment, thus leading to more positive affective
outcomes. In result, when exposed to natural environments, they may be more likely than those
low in nature connectedness to notice the evolutionarily significant and affectively beneficial
resources identified by SRT (e.g., water features, expansive views, etc.). Or, they may be more
likely to notice the inherently fascinating stimuli that, according to ART, promote cognitive and
affective restoration. Future research should address this possibility by examining how individual
differences in nature connectedness affect attention to natural scenes using techniques specifically
designed to examine attentional processes (e.g., eye-tracking; see Berto, Massaccesi, & Pasini,
2008; Valtchanov & Ellard, 2015).
The proposition that innate environmental preferences are modified through experience with
particular environments at once explains the existence of individual differences in nature
connectedness, as well as the existence of individuals who more closely identify with the built
environment while feeling less connected to the natural world. This raises the question as to
whether exposure to built environments provides affective benefits to those who feel a strong
connection to the built world, and if so, is that benefit comparable to that observed among those
high in nature connectedness when exposed to nature. In the current study, we found indirect
evidence that exposure to built environments may be more beneficial for some, where individuals
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low in nature connectedness showed higher levels of explicit positive affect in response to the built
environmental simulation compared to the natural environmental simulation. Further, these
findings make salient the provocative possibility that because individuals differ in the degree to
which they respond positively to built versus natural environments as a function of nature
connectedness, this variable may serve as a useful predictor of behavior aimed at either expansion
and development of the built world on one hand, or conservation and preservation of natural
environments on the other. Previous research provides initial evidence in support of this
possibility, finding that feeling a subjective connection to nature predicts support for and
engagement in pro-environmental behavior (e.g., Nisbet et al., 2009).
There is reason to suspect that while the built environment may provide relatively greater
psychological benefit for certain groups of individuals (i.e., those lower in nature connectedness),
in addition to other benefits such as increased resource efficiency, accessibility, and economic
viability (Jenks, Burton, & Williams, 1996), natural environments may be uniquely capable of
improving psychological well-being. Natural environments contain those elements identified by
SRT and ART as contributing to positive human feeling and functioning (e.g., water features,
expansive views), while built environments typically contain lower concentrations of these
elements and may therefore be less able to promote well-being. Indeed, lay people seem to
recognize this, as natural environments are consistently viewed as more restorative than built
environments (e.g., Berto, 2005; Herzog, Maquire, & Nebel, 2003; Korpela, Ylen, Tyrvainen, &
Silvennionen, 2010).
But despite the general perception that natural environments are more restorative than built
environments, evidence indicates that individuals are spending less time interacting with nature
(Soga & Gaston, 2016). In recent decades, there has been an increase in the proportion of people
living in urban areas without easy access to nature (Turner, Nakamura, & Dinetti, 2004), increases
in engagement in sedentary indoor activities (e.g., playing computer games; Ballouard, Brischoux,
& Bonnet, 2011; Pergams & Zaradic, 2006), and corresponding decreases in engagement in
outdoor activities (Clements, 2004). In result, individuals are becoming less connected to the
natural world and often underestimate the psychological benefits of frequent interaction with
nature (Nisbet & Zelenski, 2011). This lack of interaction with nature in combination with greater
relative accessibility of indoor activities may lead to further decreases in time spent in nature and
increased disconnection from the natural world. If these trends continue, it is believed that this loss
of physical contact with nature will likely lead, through the decreased valuation and destruction of
natural environments, to corresponding decreases in human well-being, broadly conceived (see
Soga & Gaston, 2016). The current findings further suggest that those who are disconnected from
the natural environment may not experience the same affective benefits of interaction with nature,
even when given the opportunity for interaction. Thus, not only may well-being suffer as a result
of decreased exposure to nature, but also as a result of decreased affective responsiveness to
nature.
Although not a primary objective of the current research, our findings provide evidence that
environmental simulations like the ones deployed here may be of use in future research examining
the effects of nature on well-being. As noted previously, the utilization of simulations allows for a

level of experimental control that is not possible in real environments, and these simulations may
be used to answer more specific and targeted questions regarding the benefits of nature. For
example, through careful specification and design, environmental simulations may be able to
isolate potentially important variables within natural environments that significantly impact
emotional state. Additionally, the use of such simulations reduces or eliminates logistical demands
associated with testing in certain environments, thus allowing access to a greater breadth of
environments in future research. For example, although wilderness areas are, by definition,
difficult to access, and examining the effects of real, wild nature is thus logistically challenging, if
not impossible, our findings suggest that simulated wilderness areas may be an effective substitute
in research that is, for whatever reason, unable to use the real thing. Moreover, the current findings
suggest that environmental simulations may be one avenue by which connection to and benefit
from nature may be encouraged among those without ready access to the natural world. As urban
populations grow and easy access to nature wanes, the use of nature simulations to expose
increasingly nature-disconnected populations to natural environments may be an effective strategy
towards increasing public health.

The current study is not without limitations. First, this study was conducted using a student sample
that was quite homogenous in demographic characteristics. Future research should attempt to
corroborate the current findings in more diverse samples. It is noteworthy that the majority of
nature research has utilized convenience samples of students, so little is known about how older
adults respond to natural environments. A recent meta-analysis indicated larger effects of nature
exposure among older samples, but the mean ages of the samples included in the meta-analysis
captured only a small section of the human lifespan (Ms ranging from 20 to 28.5 years; McMahan
& Estes, 2015). Moreover, no previous study has addressed whether nature connectedness
moderates the effects of nature exposure in older adults, and a priority for future research is thus to
replicate the current findings in samples drawn from this population. Similarly, future studies
should also attempt a cross-cultural replication of the current findings. Cultures differ in meanlevel nature connectedness (Tam, 2013), and they also differ in access to nature. For example,
people in more traditional societies typically have greater access and exposure to nature than those
in post-industrial societies. Examining the interaction of nature connectedness and nature exposure
in cultures that vary on each of these constructs should be informative. Finally, the current study
used only a single measure of nature connectedness (the CNS) and a single method of nature
exposure (immersive simulation). Several other measures of nature connectedness exist (e.g., the
Nature Relatedness Scale; Nisbet et al., 2009), and numerous methods for exposing participants to
nature have been used (e.g., in-person exposure to real nature; Berman et al., 2012). Future
research should utilize these alternative measures and methods to address the consistency of the
current findings.

There is now a robust body of literature indicating that nature exposure improves well-being. The
current findings indicate that person-level factors, in particular nature connectedness, impact how
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individuals respond to natural environments. Although additional research should attempt to
replicate the current study in other populations and using alternative methods, there are several
potentially important implications of our findings. Notably, in light of research indicating that
individuals are spending less time in nature (e.g., Clements, 2004; Hofferth, 2009; Soga & Gaston,
2016), our findings highlight the potential importance of reversing this trend and encouraging a
strong connection to the natural world, as individuals who experience this connection seem to
benefit more from nature exposure. Additionally, mental health practitioners are becoming
increasingly aware of the potential clinical importance of natural environments, and applied
research focusing on the promotion of mental health via exposure to nature is therefore likely to be
in increasing demand (e.g., Mantler & Logan, 2015). Although such research will no doubt inform
efforts to enhance well-being in both clinical and non-clinical populations, the current findings
suggest that relevant person factors will need to be taken into account when examining the
beneficial effects of nature exposure. As demonstrated here, the degree to which nature enhances
positive emotions depends on particular individual dispositions, with exposure to nature being
especially beneficial for those who already feel a strong connection to the natural world.
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The IPANAT was included as a second measure of implicit affect because there were
concerns that the PTIA, which despite regular use in previous literature, includes only two
items and may produce a high level of variability in responses. The IPANAT, although used
less frequently than measures similar to the PTIA, is lengthier and tends to produce lower
levels of response variability. These two instruments together thus provide converging
information regarding the affective state of the individual, measured via implicit means.
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